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FLAMEUM

A’KMIC AEKIWI’ION APPARATUS IOR

ANALY!?JM ALPIW-RADIOACI’IVE
MA’IEI?IALS

by
Lawrence E. Cox

ilBsfRAcr
A fI.amelessatomic absorption instrumentwas developed that
analyzes trace impurities in uranium and plutonium with greater
precision and accuracy than are obtained by carrier distillation
emission spectroscopymethcds. me apparatus includes a sequencer
that provides drying, charring, and atcmizing periods of preselected duration, and an analcg integrator that autanaticallycorrects
baseline drift. ‘l%eelectronic cunponents are placed outside a
glovebox to prevent eqmiure to radioactivity. Typical relative
standard deviations for aluminum, cbraniurn,copper, iron, and
nickel sre 3 to 6%. Average biases for recovering elments fran
plutonimn solutions range fran 5 to WN.

lNITUXUCI’ICN
For nmre than 25 yr, nnst trace constituent
analyses in uranium and plutonium wsre obtained us–

ducibility of the arcing process and by the variability of photographic detection.
With the advent of atanic absorption (AA) spec-

ing the csrrier distillationemission Spectroscopy
1
technique. With this mthod, samples are ignited,

nace ataniz.er,trace metals were determined singly

rnixsdwith a suitable carrier, and subjected to dc

with much greater precision, accuracy, and sensitiv-

trophotcim4ryin 1955, and later of the carbon fur-

arc analysis in a crdter-type electrcde. Standards

ity than was previously possible. Analysis of sam-

are prepared fran the high-purity actinide oxide and

ples as solutions greatly reduces matrix effects,

frcm oxides of the desired impurity elements. Ox-

and the quantitative separability of uranium and

ides are used so that the sample and standard matri-

plutonium fran mst

ces reecrnbleeach other as closely as possible.

trix problems. We implemented the AA apparatus

‘Ihentyto thirty elements are detennined by one expo-

with the expectation that its results would reveal

sure, and detection limits from 0.1 pg/g for beryl-

~ssible biases in the other rm?thods.

other elements eliminates ma-

lium, boron, and lithium to 50 pg/g for phosphorus
are routinely attained. No other single technique

GENERAL CCNSIDEHATI~

presently offers greater speed and sensitivityof

Plutonium-containingmaterials are handled in
2-4
special gloved enclosures
to ensure personnel

analysis for a wide range of elements.
The carrier distillationemission spectroscopy

safety. me

glovebox is made of stainless steel,

methmi, howwer, is affected by matrix ccrrposition;

with safety glass viewing windows, and with fused

=@es
tith widely differing impurity levels kehave differently in the arc. Even when using an in-

cal path. Hollcw cathcde radiation enters at one

ternal standard, we cannot always correct these dif-

end, passes through a silica lens, the carbon fur-

silica light beam windows at both ends of the opti-

ferences. Also, its”precisionis limited to ~20%

nace, and a second lens, then exits through the

relative standard deviation (HSD) by the irrepro-

second window into the mmxxhraneter.

The furnace

1

VI

holder and the two lenses are the only ccrqxments

v,

“,

within the IMx, thus reducing radioactivityeffects
on the instrumsmtation.
Highly ccnhstible gas mixtures usually used
for AA are inadvisablewithout elaborate and expensive safety interlocks. ‘lherefore,an electrically
heated graphite furnace atanizer was used.
IN8’MMWfATION
Spectrcxneter.We chose the AA spectrcmter (Jarrell
Ash 82-500) because the hollow cathode turret and
mxmchrcaratorare separate units, allowing the source
and detector to be placed outside the glovebox. Hollow cathode emission is electronicallymxiulated at
line frequency and ac detection is provided. ‘Ibis
system dces not seen to lx?significantlyaffected by
furnace emission. However, to limit the monochromater’s field of view, an iris diaphragm was placed
%102 mn frcm the furnace. Also included is a log–
arithtnic~lifier

that can be calibrated to read

out in concentrationunits. me

Fig. 1. Graphite furnace temperature sequencer.
Ccnpnents: D1-D4: IN4005; Cl and2:
15pF, 250V; Rl and2:
3.31dl, 2W; Rll
~,
15A;
R13: XlX’, 15A;
and =:
fU4 and 15: SFt31!,
3 A; Vl and2:
115-VS.C
primary, O- to 135-Vac secondary, 8 A; V3:
115-Vac primary, O- to 135-Vac secondary,
20 A; Tl and 2: IndustrialTimer Corp.
No. P-5M; T3: IndustrialTi.mr Corp. No.
P-4R; Tr: 115-VSC primary, 5.3-VSC secondary, 30A, 6 transformersin parallel,
2 banks of 6 in series.

log output rather

than the per cent absorption has proved nxxt useful
100 (20V), 350 (35V), and2200°C (11OV).

for our purposes.

Opti-

nurnconditions depend scmewhat on the element of
Fumace AA involves placing a small drop
&S9EKSE(typically1 to 10 PI) of sa@e
into the furnace,

interest and matrix ccaposition.

applying a small current for 15 to 20 s to eva~rate

Signal Integration. Although peak absorbance is

the solvent, increasing the current to char or de-

the parameter mst

ccnpose the matrix, and then atunizing the sanple at

there is anple evidence that integrated absorbance

widely used in flameless AA and

a still higher current. To accomplish the sequencing, we developed the circuit showm in Fig. 1. ‘l%e

gives better precision and decreases the curvature
5,6
of the calibration curve,
we experienced diffi-

heart of the system consists of variacs VI, V2, and

culty with analog integration&cause of baseline

V3 and timers Tl, ‘E?,and T3.

drift caused largely by hollow cathode intensity

The cycle is initiat–

edby starting dry timer Tl, causing relay Rll tobe

changes. The nmst widely used solution to this

energized, and putting VI in the circuit with the

problem is to split the beanYinto spatially eepa-

transformerprimary. At the sam

rated s~le

time, capacitor

and reference portions. 8ecause the

Cl is charged by the diode bridge D1-D4. At the end

ratio of sanple (I) to reference (l.) intensity is

of the drying cycle, Rll is deenergized causing ca–

unaffected by changes in source intensity, a log

pacitor Cl to discharge through relay R14, energizing

ratio anplifier provides a relatively drift-free

it nnnentarily. R14 is connected across the start

readout of absorbance (A = log l./l). If, however,

Switch of T2, causing its cycle to begin. ‘lMesecond

the measurement time is short relative to the drift

variac is now in the circuit and capacitor C2 is

rate, the reference and sample intensity m?awre-

being charged. When the charring cycle ends, the

rnentscan be temporally rather than spatially

same sequence is repeated with C2, R15, and T3.

separated. ‘l%atis, one assumes that during the

‘l%e

atcxnizingtime and voltage are controlledby T3 and

few seconds required for messuring the transient

V3, respectively. Typical drying, charring, and
atomizing times are 20, 10, and 3.5 s, respectively.

absorption signal, hollow cathode and electronic
drift ans negligible. Inplefnentation
of such a

Corresponding furnace temperaturesand voltages are

system requires a means for holding log l., measured

2

T

SI
1/cl

R2
lnput(LOG
(l/K))
RI
R3
R4

‘Ikeintegratingregister R7 and capacitor Cl
are chosen to provide an appropriate time amstant.

R7

Hereweuse
re~nse

R5

.

“-

.

R7=

33 KandCl

=8PF.

‘l%eoverall

time is now limited by the instrument’s

relatively slow AC aoplifier.
‘Me system’s ability to ccmmensate for substantial changes in baseline voltage is shown in Fig. 3.
‘he recorder tracings of results for duplicate injections (5 PL) of 0.2 pg/nW chranium at three base-

“.2”0”
.

Fig. 2. Drilt-ccqensating integrator. Curfpcnents:
Al and2:
Intech A-148B; A/D converter:
Data Technology 431.2--01;D/A converter:
Datel 491.2-D; Rl and4: 1 M, 1%; R2,3,
and 6: 10M,
1$6;R5: 2CKl;R7: 33 Ml;
cl:
8 MF, 50 V.

line values show that reproducibilityis good and
that the integrated absorbance values are independent
of drift. For nonrefractoryelements, we obtained
typical RSOs of 1.5 to 3%.

By displaying the instru-

ment’s log output during the drying and charring
pericds and the integratoroutput during the atomizing cycle, we can easily follow the solvent evaporation and absorption rates during the charring cycle.

just before sanple atomization,and subtracting log

me

I fran it, so that a voltage proportionalto ab-

during and after the atanizing cycle, and it is

sorbance results during the atanizing cycle.

easily distinguished fran the other features by its

A circuit meeting this requirement is shown in
Fig. 2.

me

integratoroutput is displayed for 5 to 10 s

duration.

output of the instrument’slog anpli-

fier is connected to the inverting input of the differential amplifier Al.

me

noninverting input is

Furnace Holder As-ly.

We used a cylindrical

furnace that provides greater sensitivity and less

noxmally grounded. The input to Al is amplified

chance of recombination interferencethan a simple

10 times, converted to lED form, held by the A/D

carbon rod, although its usable dynamic range is

wnverter, and returned to analog by the D/A con–

scmwhat less.

verter. me

initial amplificationis required to

establish ccnpatibilitybetween the 1O-MV instru–

‘he holder assembly (Fig. 4) holds the cylindrical furnace between graphite support rods, which

ment output and the 200-MV A/D converter. Without
it a digit would be lost in the ECD output, resulting in a loss of accuracy in the final analog voltage. Resistors R3 and R5 form a divider network
effecting the necessary thousandfoldreduction of
the 1O-V output of the D/A converter.
‘lbinitiate integration,S1 across the integrating capacitor is opened, the ~

output of the

A/D converter is switched to hold, and the noninverting input of Al is switched froinground to the output of the D/A converter. In our circuit, all three
switching operations are effected simultaneouslyby

A

u

a 4PM’ relay. The success of this approach depends
on the fact that the A/D is of the dual-slope integrating type and requires 250 ms for a conversion
cycle. Although the input to the A/D converter
begins to change when the positive input to Al is
switched, the Ill)register contents do not change
after the hold signal is applied.

Fig. 3.

Integrated absorbance ~f duplicate
masurenmts of 0.2 g/m chromium at three
baseline settings. ‘“

3

APPLICATION ~

ltii?r--~

PLUKNIW

ANALYSIS

To minimize the possibility of plutonium interference and to limit radioactive contam.inat
icm,
that separates plutonium from
7-11
the other elements. ‘lheanion exchange m.2thod

v.euseaprccedure

—

—-=.
. .. —.. .. . . .?
.
-- ..
.-

depends on the fact that Pu(IV) h

7-%

HN03 is

strongly held on highly basic anion =change resin,
whereas mxt

b

other elements pass through.

We investigatedonly aluminum, copp.zw,chrcmdum,

z

S&a??s
_—- “ “

nickel, and iron here, lmt the method applies to
many other elements. Detection limits wsre not
ion of
established,mainly because the concentrate
these elements normally found in plutoniun are well

r

above it. The low-referencematerials ncrwin use

:-
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are (plutoniumbasis): Al - 10, Cu - 3, Cr - 2,
Ni -3,

““

“ “:

and Fe -10,

all in pg/g.

:

ExPERmAL
Fig. 4.

Graphite furnace holder.

Apparatus
Eeakers: Teflon, 30-mt

extend fmn the water-cooled brass clanping blocks.

Centrifuge cones: silica, 45-m!t

A laminar flow of sheath gas (argon) around the fur-

Evawration apparatus: AUGgrade graphite block

nace and support mds

with 20 holes, Pyrex cover with exhaust hole,

is provided by a E. 7-inn-thick

graphite flow head, which contains seven rows of

and 250-W infrared lamps

1.58-innholes about 2.38 ntnapart. The left cla.np-

Filter paper: Wllatnran
No. 40 or equivalent

ing blcck is spring loaded, maintaining gocd elec-

I%lyethylene vials: 5+.!

trical contact betwen the furnace and support rods.
Titaniun guide reds are located on both sides of
the spring. l?ecausethe unit is subjected to sub-

Hesin Colunxls
: plastic
Reagents and Materials
Hydrochloric acid: 6.%,

distilled fran sil-

stantial quantities of acid fumes, a O.0125-mn gold

ica apparatus and stored in polyethylene

plate was applied to all brass parts.

kettles

me

high currents (300 A) passed through the

furnace during atanization require god

electrical

Ion exchange resin: Bio Rad AG1-X8, 100-200
mesh, or equivalent

contact, particularly at the furnace. We found

For each sanple,equilibrate 15 g of resin

that when the graphite support rods and/or the fur-

with 7.5M
— HN03.
Transfer the resin to a plastic EMchner funnel

nace are changed, pronounced changes in sensitivity
y
may cccur within the first 10 to 20 firings. ‘lhis

containing a SO-mn-diatnpiece of WhatnranNo.

is probably caused by changes in the nature of wn-

40 filter paper, apply a slight suction, and

tact pcints at the furnace. If contact is not uni-

wash the resin with six 75-ML parts of 7.~

foxm over the surface of kmth support rods, highresistance hot s@s

may result. ‘l’he
graphite at

these spots burns away after a few firings, and the

‘3 “
Heference hterials
Reference smlutions are prepared by diluting

current density across the furnace cross section

1000 pg/m! stock solutions with ~

beccmes mm-e uniform. Thus, considerable care nust

shows the various mncentrations in g/m3(pg/mL).

be demted to the positioning of the support mds
and furnace.

4

W3.

Table I

.

Results are based on the measured integrated

TA13LE I

absorbance. &cause changes in sensitivity occur,
five reference solution aliquots are processed
before and after the samples. If large differences

s
(

Solution

i

Concentration of Element
(g/m3)

‘!

No.

(lo% ormre)

Al, Fe

Cu, Ni

1

0.1

0.03

0.02

2

0.25

0.075

0.05

Cr

3

0.50

0.15

0.10

4

0.75

0.225

0.15

5.

1.00

0.30

0.20

6

1.50

0.45

0.30

7

2.00

0.60

0.40

8

3.00

0.90

0.60

are not evident, the values are av-

eragd; otherwise the analysis must be repeated.
Sample readings are usually repeated twoor three
times and the average value used.

DATA REZUCI’ICN
Eecause calibration curves are nonlinear, a
least-squares,second-degree fit is used. Righer
order polynanials and expnentials have been tried
with only slight irqmo~nt.

The quadratic fit is

reliable over only about a factor of 10 in cancen–
tration and mst

not be extrapolate further.

Procedure (Plutoniumanalysis with known i.qmrity
RELIABILITY

levels)
Place 100-ng portions of high-purityplutonium

me

RSO cunputed frcrn10 injections of the

metal in each of five 30-m! Teflon beakers. Dissolve

reference solutions at 3 different concentrations

each portion in 0.5 M.%of 6.2M
— IiCl,and add lCH),200,
300, 400, and 500 p!, respectively,of reference

(Table II) show that precision iskest at the intermediate concentrationand tends to &cane poorer

solution No. 8.

toward either extreme. This same trend is seen In

Add 5-nilof 7.5~HN03 to each

beaker and heat to 80°C. Place a silica vmol plug

flame AA.

in each resin colunn. Add resin to within about
20 mn of the top, and place a silica centrifuge
TABLX II
tube beneath the column to collect the effluent
solution. Add the plutonium solution carefully to

CCNXWRATION
PRECISI~ OF MEI’HLDAT ‘ITiRE8

the resin bed in incranentsof about 1 ml and wash
the inpurity elements through with 50 M9,of 7.!3!
—
Collect 25 ml of the solution in each of
~3 “
two centrifuge tubes. Place the centrifuge tubes

Element

Al

containing the effluent solution in the graphite

Concentration
(I@lU3)

LEVELS

23

0.10

6.6

0.75

3.6

2.CCl

3.8

0.02

2.6

block and evaporate at 105°C. When the volume has
Cr
been reduced by about half, increase the tempera-

0.15

1.8

0.40

2.2

0.03

5.6

about 1 h, then transfer each solution to a 10-m.t

0.225

1.5

silica volumetric flask. Rinse the tubes with two

0.60

1.8

ture to 125°C until dryness is attaind.

Redis–

solve the residue by adding 2.5 mt of 7.5M
— HtK33to
each of the hot tubes. heave the tubes to cool

2-#? partS Of 1.5MHN03,
transferringeach frun one
—
tube to the other, and then into the volumetric

Ca

Fe

flask. Dilute the solution to volume with 1.5M
—
HN03 . me al.xorption
lines used for the analysis
Ni
are 306.2 nrnfor alwninum, 324.7 nm for copper,

0.10

7.3

0.75

2.1

2.00

2.4

0.04

6.8

0.30

5.0

0.80

2.2

357,8 runfor chrcxnium,372.0 nrnfor iron, and
232.0 KIMfor nickel. Inject a 5-P! sample of each
into the furnace and subject to the drying, charring, and atanizing sequence described akcwe.

5

are quite reasonable. Overall, there is a.snrall,

TABLE III

unexplained,positive bias.

RECWERY OF KIKX!NADDITICIW OF IMKJRITY
~

FRflJPLUKNIUM SOU3TICNS

.

A~
Element

Element
Al

Cr

(h

Fe

Added Element Found

~~
0.3

0.336

+3.2

0.6

0.602

+

0.9

0.763

- 15.2

1.2

1.13

-

1.5

1.31

- 3.2.7

0.06

0.65

+

8.3

0.32

0.I.26

+

5.0

0.18

0.191

+

6.1

0.24

0.250

+

4.2

0.30

0.282

-

6.0

0.06

0.083

-

7.8

I wish to acknowledge H. M. Burnett for his
assistance in initiating the design and construction of the special gloveh.

0.3

5.4

0.18

0.193

+

7.2

0.27

0.277

+

2.6

0.36

0.367

+

1.9

0.45

0.465

+

3.3

0.3

2.96

-

0.3

0.6

5.62

-

6.3

9.27

0.9

Ni

Bias
Jz)_-

+

3.0

K?

13.0

+

8.2

15

15.5

+

3.1
5.6

0.06

0.095

+

0.18

0.204

+ 13.3

0.27

0.273

+
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